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USER MANUAL

DIGITAL WIRELESS SYSTEM
Art. nr: 27-CB213.214 

FEATURES
1. This AHD set of wireless system is designed for commercial vehicle.
2. With significant long-distance and stable transmission capacity, the transmission range  
 can be as far as 120 m.
3. When the system is connected, the receiver will automatically search the signal from  
 transmitter and display without any interference.
4. Small and extremely light design to greatly simplify your installation process.
5. Separate transmitter matches receiver exclusively. The wireless system can work with  
 any monitors and cameras.
6. Provide manual re-pairing function, allow interchanging transmitter or receiver easily.

SPECIFICATION
Control box type: Wireless transmitter control box Wireless receiver control box
Frequency Range: 2,4G Hz
Barrier-free transmission distance: 120 m
Power consumption: DC 12V-30V 12V
Waterproof: IP65
Operation temperature: -10°C +60°C
Dimension (LxWxH): 104 x 80 x 30 mm
Video and audio output synchronization
Connect Connect with camera Connect with monitor
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CONNECTION
1. Wirless transmitter control box (T)
 Connect the camera input socket to the rear view camera.
 Connect the red cable to +12/24V DC power and black cable to GND.
2. Wireless receiver control box (R)
 Connect the control box to the camera input socket on our standard control  
 box or to extension Y cable if the monitor is with built-in control box function.
3. Photo guide as below

(Optional)
(Optional)

RE-PAIRING MANUALLY
Press ”RESET” button on receiver for a few seconds, the monintor will display ”PAIRING 
START” words and countdown to pair with 50 seconds. Press ”RESET” button on 
transmitter until the words ”SAVE DATA” display in the monitor, then finish the re-pairing 
settings.

CLEANING AND CARING
- Unplug or power off the system before cleaning.
- Do not use sharp or hard objects to clean the device as these may damage the device.
- Do not use liquid cleanser or aerosol cleanser.
- Clean the device with a soft damp cloth from time to time.
- Please don’t plug or unplug when the system is powered on, the resulting issues will  
 not be within the scope of warranty!

ACCESSORIES
1. Antenna 2 pcs
2. Screw packages (EVA gasket 2 pcs, screws)


